5 Fun Sidewalk Chalk Activities

*Please only use chalk to create art in allowable areas.

1. **Hopscotch**
   - The first player tosses a rock into the first space.
   - The player hops through the board, skipping the square with the rock in it. In single squares, the player hops with one foot, and in side-by-side squares, the player lands with one foot in each square.
   - The player collects the rock on his or her way back through the board and passes it to the next player. On subsequent turns, the player will toss the game piece onto spaces with higher numbers, working toward number 10.

2. **Target Practice**
   - Draw a target with points and throw a rock. You could easily sneak some math into it.
   - Three tosses and they need to add them up. The highest score wins!

3. **Checkers**
   - Checkers is such a fun game. Mark half the rocks with sidewalk chalk to identify different players.

*Warning: Do not play with chalk if the sidewalk is hot!
4. TIC TAC TOE

- Throw a rock or bean bag onto the tic tac toe board and where it lands is where you draw your x (or o). First one with three in a row wins!
- Do a race game. Each team has one chalk. The first players have to run down and mark a spot, run back and hand the chalk off—the next person does the same!

5. FUN MESSAGES

- Leave some happy messages to brighten their day!